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Smartleaf: The Missing Link In Successfully
Providing Fiduciary Counsel

H

ow does the financial services industry manage
models of best-in-class outside managers without
its fiduciary obligations to the consumer? With
sacrificing the historically attractive profit margins of
the SEC-mandated Disclosure Statement, effecproprietary management. Brokerage firms gain an
tive January 31, 2006, brokers who cannot declare they
expert system for their brokers to professionally manare acting in a fiduciary capacity are required to use a
age (against objective fiduciary criteria) the incredible
disclosure statement (consumer warning) stating the
amount of portfolio detail necessary to fulfill their
broker is acting in a
fiduciary obligasales capacity and is
tions—even when
not obligated to act in
elements of its
THE INDUSTRY MUST FIND A WAY TO
the consumer’s best
counsel is beyond
interests. Clearly
the broker’s techEMPOWER THE ADVISOR TO ADDRESS
every
consumer
nical proficiency
AND MANAGE THE VALUES
would like to trust
and interests.
their advisor to act in
By
virtue
of
NECESSARY TO FULFILL THEIR
their best interests so
Smartleaf being
FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES AND
they can rely on their
able to resolve
advisor’s counsel.
both industries’
REDUCE THE COMPLEXITY OF
And certainly every
challenges,
the
MANAGING EXTRAORDINARY
advisor would like to
convergence
of
comply. But this
high-level
counsel
PORTFOLIO DETAIL — BOTH
requires more than a
in the banking and
RESOLVED BY SMARTLEAF.
simple declaration—
brokerage industhe broker has to
tries around comactually address and
mon
fiduciary
manage a broad range of investment and administraprinciples is affirmed. For both banks and brokertive values in order to fulfill their fiduciary obligations
ages, Smartleaf provides the “missing link” necessary
to the client. Thus the conundrum…
to successfully provide fiduciary counsel.
The industry must find a way to both:
Smartleaf’s sleeveless in-house overlay manage1. empower the advisor to address and manage a
ment technology gives the advisor more control over
broad range of investment and administrative values
the investment process, so the operational complexity
required to fulfill one’s fiduciary responsibilities
to fulfill fiduciary responsibility can be better man2. reduce the complexities associated with managaged. With Smartleaf, third-party investment methoding an extraordinary level of portfolio detail for very
ologies that generate superior performance can be
large number of unique client portfolios
seamlessly integrated into the investment process.
This requires the industry to take full advantage
Smartleaf also allows for portfolio customization and
of technological advancements and expert systems that
the accommodation of client restrictions. It is far less
leverage the counsel of the advisor.
expensive, and far less complex to administer, than
conventional sleeved-based overlay management
technology.
Smartleaf, Advisors, and Fiduciary Counsel
In a major technological breakthrough in overlay
management pioneered by Smartleaf, a Cambridge,
MA based software firm providing a web-based asset
management platform and data service, there exists a
solution for both the banking and the brokerage industries. Through Smartleaf, banks can implement the

The Current Landscape for Client Facing
Fiduciaries
How does the brokerage industry address the
new fiduciary disclosure obligations, given that it is a
violation of the internal compliance protocol for a
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broker to acknowledge their fiduciary oblious comprehensive counsel possible.
For example, when a manager is replaced,
gations? Today, for the vast majority of the
But ‘traditional’ separate account portin the traditional separate account world
industry’s 658,000 registered advisors,
folios, where the assets are sub-divided
the account with Manager A would have to
there is no large-scale institutionalized
and farmed out to numerous outside
be closed and an account with Manager B
support for fiduciary counsel. This is why
managers, present a number of shortwould have to be opened; oftentimes this
the SEC is requiring a clarifying disclosure
comings, including:
would also require a complete liquidation
statement. Thus the imperative: the indusof the securities as they are transferred
• Operational inefficiencies due to
try must find a way to support any and all
from one manager to another. With overthe need to coordinate and reconcile the
of its advisors who wish to become true
lay, the transition can be performed relatrading activities of numerous outside
fiduciaries. In order to grow and thrive,
tively effortlessly, since just the model is
managers
the brokerage industry must go beyond a
replaced; the assets stay in the same ac• Excessive costs associated with
few thousand highly capable senior concount, and just get managed against a new
the infrastructure needed to deal with
sultants; it must bring fiduciary counsel
model. With overlay, unnecessarily comthe operational inefficiencies
within the reach of all its advisors.
plex and expensive tasks that are elimiThus the evolution of overlay manThe competitive implications of the
nated include: the opening and closing of
agement—where model management
SEC-mandated Disclosure Statement efaccounts, routing of trades, shadowing of
(alpha
generation)
is
separated
from
fective January 31st for both
accounts for AIMR reporting,
bankers and brokers are proand reconciliation of accounts.
found. On January 31st, when
Another requirement of fiduciON JANUARY 31ST IF THE ADVISOR IS
the highly accomplished, top
ary counsel demands a high
senior consultants in the brolevel of account customization
RENDERING ADVICE THEY MUST
kerage industry declare for the
and personalization to reflect
DECLARE THEIR FIDUCIARY STATUS,
first time they are acting in a
the specific needs of each indifiduciary capacity, the tradividual investor.
Smartleaf
IF
NOT
THE
CONSUMER
IS
LEFT
TO
tional distinction between
allows more portfolio customibrokers and bankers in renderTHEIR OWN DEVICES IN DETERMINING
zation and accommodation of
ing investment advice will not
client restrictions than convenINVESTMENT MERIT.
longer exist. We are at an histional sleeved-based overlay
toric, industry redefining inmanagement technology. A
flection point that requires the
higher level of portfolio deindustry to reassess its role and
tail/account customization can be managed
portfolio manufacturing and administraresponsibilities in acting in the consumer’s
utilizing a sleeveless overlay management
tion (trading, account customization).
best interest. If the investment advisor is
technology because it does not cause disOverlay management is fast becoming
rendering investment advice, they must
persion in the outside manager’s performthe ‘new standard’ in the industry, pardeclare they are acting in a fiduciary caance composite. In sleeveless overlay manticularly in light of the new fiduciary
pacity; if not, the consumer is left to their
agement, the advisor/overlay manager is
burden being placed on advisors in both
own devices in determining investment
responsible for customizing and executing
the banking and brokerage world. By
merit, regardless of how limited the conthe individual trades in each client’s sepaallowing the advisor, or a centralized
sumer’s investment knowledge and experirate account, leaving the third-party mangroup within an advisory firm, to dience may be.
ager’s performance composite unaffected
rectly manage the stocks and bonds in
by the performance of the individual acthe various model portfolios at the client
Overlay Management’s Link
counts. Alternatively, in a traditional sepalevel (as opposed to managing sleeves at
rate account program, customization of
to Fiduciary Responsibility
the asset class or style level of thirdclient accounts causes dispersion in the
party managers at the money manager
third party manager’s performance comSeparate account portfolios have belevel), overlay management provides for
posite. This dispersion may negatively
come a popular investment vehicle for
extraordinary operating efficiencies and
impact the manager’s overall composite
fiduciaries because they allow for both
cost savings.
performance and risk profile. This may
continuous oversight of the account (realA sleeveless in-house overlay manlead to an understandable reticence on the
time access to account holdings) in addiagement technology, developed by
part of third party managers to customize
tion to comprehensive control over trading
Smartleaf, completely eliminates an
individual client accounts, thereby running
activity within each portfolio. Separate
entire layer of unnecessary complexity
counter to the advisor’s interests in providaccount portfolios are the only managed
and expense in separate account adminiing fiduciary counsel. Sleeveless overlay
investment vehicle in which the client
stration. Because portfolio manufacturmanagement completely eliminates this
directly owns each individual security in
ing is centralized, entire layers of operaissue, thus aligning the advisor with the
the account. This makes it possible for an
tional infrastructure are eliminated.
client in providing whatever degree of
incredible amount of portfolio detail to be
This simplifies many of the tasks associcustomization is necessary to address the
managed in real-time thus making continuated with separate account management.
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client’s specific needs.
tutional quality money managers
ences, culture and investment processes
Overlay management in general
(separately managed accounts, ETFs,
of the sponsoring firm and their advialigns the interests of all parties: the sponhedge funds, private equities), the brokersors.
soring overlay management program
age industry has responded to the needs of
Today’s environment demands
(bank, brokerage firm, RIA), the financial
today’s sophisticated, demanding investor.
unprecedented innovation for the continadvisor, and the money manager. This is
If the banking industry wants to stem the
ued success of banks and brokerage
because each expert is focused on their
flow of high net worth assets being won by
firms. In periods of rapid change, concore competency: the overlay manager and
the brokerage industry, it needs to find a
vention and status quo can often inhibit
the financial advisor are responsible for
way to incorporate best-in-class outside
successful execution. Certainly both the
knowing the client and creating the custom
money managers within their investment
banking and brokerage industries have
parameters (asset allocation and account
process without killing their attractive
blind spots that require them to go berestrictions) for the individual investor; the
margins, historically attributable to their
yond their conventional operating model
money manager is responsible ONLY for
proprietary asset management.
to assure their competitive market posicreating and maintaining alpha-generating
Brokers face a different challenge.
tion. Decisive action is required on the
investment portfolios, not for trading indiBrokerage firms must find a way to effecpart of both banks and brokerages if
vidual portfolios for customers it does not
tively empower a large number of brokers,
they are to control their own destiny.
know. Smartleaf enhances that
not just their top senior consultvalue proposition by eliminatants, to fulfill their fiduciary
ing unnecessary complexity,
obligations in acting in their
facilitating more portfolio
client’s best interests. In the
IN-HOUSE SLEEVELESS OVERLAY
detail to be managed, while
weeks to come, any advisor
MANAGEMENT DECENTRALIZED AND
being far less expensive and
who is not able to declare their
providing far more control.
fiduciary obligation to act in the
MANAGED AT THE ADVISOR LEVEL,
Though Smartleaf can act
consumer’s best interests will
UTILIZING MODEL PORTFOLIOS, IS
as a traditional outsourced
have an uphill battle in winning
overlay manager, it can also
new clients. Not having
THE MECHANISM THAT EMPOWERS
serve as a web-based expert
‘fiduciary status’ will be a disADVISORS TO AUTOMATICALLY
system allowing the firm to
tinct competitive disadvantage,
bring overlay management inand would open up a broker to
OPTIMIZE EXTRAORDINARY PORTFOLIO
house. However it is core to
the risk of a) losing current
Smartleaf’s value proposition
clients to other bankers/brokers
DETAIL ESSENTIAL FOR FIDUCIARY
to enable the advisory firm or
who can convey the trust assoCOUNSEL.
advisor to control and manage
ciated with fiduciary status and
their own overlay manageb) put them at a competitive
ment programs for proprietary
disadvantage in gaining new
assets, fund wrap, and/or SMA. Smartleaf
clients. A declaration of fiduciary status is
empowers the advisor to automatically,
required if the broker is to even state they
Implications for Banks and
continuously and comprehensively monitor
are rendering investment advice. If the
Broker/ Dealers
each of their unique client portfolios
brokerage industry wants to continue to
against a custom performance benchmark
build its high net worth market share it
Banks insist on total control of
and set of portfolio restrictions. Each day,
must find a way to empower its brokers to
their investment process (including asset
Smartleaf sends actionable trade recomfulfill their fiduciary obligations in portfomanagement) and believe it is an abromendations with documentation explaining
lio construction.
gation of their fiduciary responsibility to
the rationale of each trade to the advisor.
The control issue for banks that preoutsource any element of their investThese recorded recommendations autovents them from using best-in-class outside
ment process to a third party. Yet over
matically keep each of hundreds of unique
money managers and the control issue of
the past decade, banks have seen the
client portfolios in compliance with the
brokerage firms in acknowledging the
assets of households with a million dolagreed upon investment policy and stratfiduciary obligations of their brokers both
lars or more under advisement double
egy. Smartleaf empowers both brokers and
work against their own best interests. Both
from $5 trillion to over $10 trillion
bankers to provide continuous comprehenthe banking and brokerage industries must
while their market share of professionsive counsel and brings fiduciary counsel
go outside of their conventional operating
ally managed assets has declined from
within the reach of all. Smartleaf is the
model to resolve these competitive issues.
89% in 1995 to 38% today and an estiepitome of the faster, better, cheaper manThe institutions which are most expedimated 29% by 2010.
tra that drives innovation and productivity
tious in addressing these issues, either
Conversely, the brokerage indusgains. Smartleaf can be deployed on a
banks or brokerages, will gain a significant
try’s market share has grown exponencentralized or decentralized basis, providcompetitive advantage and opportunity to
tially over the past decade. By utilizing
ing flexibility to match operational prefergain market share. Ultimately all market
best in class, objectively selected, insti-
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segments of the financial services industry
straints/portfolio restrictions. On a daily
portfolios for their taxable clients,
will, by necessity, be unified by common
basis, the advisor fulfills the fiduciary
Smartleaf offers three layers of tax effifiduciary principles. In the seeds of the
obligation of providing continuous comciency (tax efficiency trade-off between
evolution of the banking industry we will
prehensive counsel on a large number of
alpha and dispersion on a sliding scale,
find a solution for the brokerage industry;
unique custom portfolios (unlimited reoptimization of tax loss harvesting, tax
conversely, in the seeds of the evolution of
strictions on each portfolio) in compliance
budgeting) that are automatically manthe brokerage industry we will find a soluwith the goals and objectives of each cliaged on a daily basis.
tion for the banking industry. The evoluent. Importantly, under Regulation 9 of the
Smartleaf automatically manages a
tion of overlay, which removes unnecesOffice of the Comptroller of the Currency
level of portfolio detail that is beyond
sary layers of complexity and cost in deliv(OCC), banks are required to review client
the technical proficiency of most adviering customized investment portfolios to
accounts against the client’s goals and
sors and is done more efficiently than
clients, offers an elegant solution that adobjectives annually; with Smartleaf, advieven those who are technically profidresses the issues faced by both the banksors can do it daily.
cient, thus assuring a very high level
ing and brokerage industry. This is why
For the brokerage industry, Smartleaf
application. All of Smartleaf’s investthe prudent investment process for banks
is a technological innovation that can emment recommendations have an explaand brokerage firms looks remarkably
power the broker to continuously and comnation, which creates documentation in
similar—even though they
prehensively manage the inwere independently develcredible amount of portfolio
oped—since they have been
detail necessary to full the adviestablished around the core
sors fiduciary obligations. A
BY SMARTLEAF RESOLVING THE
principal of fiduciary responsivery high level of counsel beBIGGEST CHALLENGES THE BANKING
bility.
comes scalable so a large number of portfolios can be manAND BROKERAGE INDUSTRIES FACE
Smartleaf Harnesses the
aged without incurring a proTHERE IS CONFIRMATION OF THE
portional increase in cost. This
Full Power of Open Arnew process-driven business
chitecture
CONVERGENCE OF BOTH INDUSTRIES
model has a lower cost strucAROUND FIDUCIARY PRINCIPLES.
ture, higher margins and lower
Through Smartleaf, banks
compliance risk than convengain access to best-in-class
tional commission sales. It also
outside managers without
adds far more value than is
sacrificing their historically attractive
possible in a series of disjointed unrelated
support of a prudent investment process.
profit margins ascribed to proprietary mantrades where no one is accountable for
Smartleaf empowers the advisor to pruagement. Brokerage firms gain an expert
results and there is no disciplined investdently, directly and automatically mansystem for their brokers to professionally
ment process tied to fiduciary principles.
age a broad range of investment and
manage (against objective fiduciary criteIn the unbundling of model portfolios,
administrative values against a custom
ria) the incredible amount of portfolio
the banking industry also finds a solution
benchmark. The advisor simply has to
detail necessary to fulfill their fiduciary
in centralized sleeveless overlay managesetup an account for each client estabobligations even when elements of its
ment. Smartleaf resolves the challenge
lishing an idealized target. . This idealcounsel is beyond the broker’s technical
banks face when confronted with the need
ized target is a blended portfolio of inproficiency and interests. By virtue of
to adopt an ‘open architecture’ environvestment mandates by investment manSmartleaf being able to resolve both indusment, outsourcing to best-in-class thirdagement style appropriate for each clitries’ challenges, the convergence of highparty managers. By unbundling account
ent’s (diagnostically determined) risk
level counsel in the banking and brokerage
administration, the cost of managing sepaand return objectives. The advisor then
industries around common fiduciary prinrate accounts decreases from 40-65 basis
establishes the constraints and parameciples is affirmed. For both banks and
points (for ‘traditional open architecture)
ters within the portfolio, such as “do not
brokerages, Smartleaf provides the
to 15-35 basis points for overlay. This
buy/sell” considerations, risk, tax effi“missing link” necessary to successfully
savings makes it possible for banks to
ciency, liquidity, cost structure, time,
provide fiduciary counsel.
access best-in-class outside managers and
etc. Each day, Smartleaf issues an acSmartleaf has created a technology
still maintain attractive profit margins.
tionable trade recommendation report
that empowers the advisor, not just an
Most importantly, it opens the door of the
with documentation explaining the raoutsourced third party overlay manager, to
banking industry to outside separate actionale behind each trade recommendaautomatically manage on a daily basis a
count managers, many of which are world
tion. This keeps an unlimited number of
large number of investment and adminisclass managers that opted not to enter the
client portfolios, incorporating an unlimtrative values required by regulatory mantraditional SMA programs due to the high
ited number of managers, on track
date, client directive or investment policy.
barriers to entry. As banks move to a more
against their target objectives and an
For example, if the advisor is interested in
competitive business model and utilize
unlimited number of investment conconstructing and managing tax efficient
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third party model portfolios and research,
planning to even make it available to other
found the industry’s outsourced SMA
it could have profound implications in the
banks and RIAs.”
platforms out-dated (old technology),
future growth of the separate account inTo summarize, implementing Smartout-moded (poor portfolio customization
dustry.
leaf has allowed Compass Bank to achieve
capability) and over-priced. Our mission
The third party manager’s job is also
a number of key objectives. It has:
at Compass Bank was to maintain our
simplified and made far less cumbersome.
margins as a trust company while bring• Gained better control of its investBecause there is no common communicaing in best-in-class outside managers.
ment process
tions protocol in traditional separate acWhen you add 10 to 15 basis points to
• Gained access to best-in-class outcounts, and because every platform has a
compensate for the extra cost for overside managers at a lower cost so it can
different way of managing these accounts,
lay management, conventional outmaintain its margins
the operational burden on the third party
sourced separate account platforms were
• Reversed the outflow of assets to
management firms can be significant. For
a non-starter for us. We decided in order
the brokerage industry with a comparable
example, if a management firm is working
for us to better control our cost, our
if not superior value proposition at a lower
with twenty distribution firms employing
investment process and the customized
cost, has eliminated an entire layer of cost
twenty different platforms, there would be
nature of our services, a new approach
structure that adds no value
twenty different ways for
• Made better use of existthe managed account maning technology (in terms of
ager to administer their
not requiring duplicate sub
THE INNOVATION ACHIEVED BY
accounts. By unbundling
accounting, trade and order
the money manager’s
COMPASS BANK IN ATTAINING
routing and reporting sysmodel portfolio from actems just to accommodate
count administration, the
BETTER CONTROL OF THEIR COST,
managed SMA account conmanager can remove himINVESTMENT PROCESS AND THE
nectivity)
self from the burden of the
• Made better use if its CFA
complex account adminiCUSTOMIZED NATURE OF THEIR
level human capital in portstration business, which
SERVICES IS STRIKING ACCORD IN THE
folio construction utilizing
adds no value, and focus
the best and brightest of
upon their core compeBANKING INDUSTRY IN WINNING BACK ITS
outside managers.
tency: asset management.
ONCE DOMINANT HNW MARKET SHARE.
Essentially, Compass Bank
has created a faster, better
Case Study
and cheaper advisory services platform than is presThe implications of
ently available within the brokerage indusSmartleaf’s centralized sleeveless overlay
to outsourcing SMA management had to
try. In order for the brokerage industry to
management technology for the banking
be formulated. In the December 2002
compete, it not only must acknowledge the
industry are profound. As Todd Smurl of
issue of SENIOR CONSULTANT,
fiduciary responsibility of its brokers but
Compass Bank explains, “for most banks
Steve Winks wrote the article “Overlay
also must find a way to match or beat the
looking to make a change from a purely
Management: The Whole Product Soluoperating efficiencies made possible by
proprietary approach to asset management,
tion”, where he spoke of an more expanSmartleaf. Given Smartleaf is agnostic on
the outsourced separately managed acsive concept of overlay management in
how their technology is used, if the brokercount platforms popularized by the brokera more advanced form that went beyond
age industry is interested in protecting the
age industry for their mass affluent client
Multi-Discipline Accounts (MDAs) and
competitive market position of its advisors,
base were notoriously expensive at 85 to
Unified Managed Accounts (UMAs). In
it must start thinking beyond they way it
100 basis points. We needed an approach
this article we found the means to gain
has historically conducted business.
to separately managed accounts (SMAs)
best-in-class outside managers and
Smartleaf can be an extraordinary solution
that was in keeping with trust services. The
maintain our margins. It had never been
for brokerage industry as well. At the mocontinuous comprehensive counsel necesdone before but the deeper we went into
ment, the banking industry is far more
sary to fulfill our fiduciary obligations as a
researching the idea the more appealing
progressive in the development of their
trust company was difficult to fit into outit became. We decided this sleeveless
advisory services platform than the brokersourced SMA platforms because of their
approach to in-house overlay manageage industry by virtue of their historically
limited ability to customize each client’s
ment was the new approach we were
assuming discretion and acknowledging
portfolio and accommodate other assets.
looking for. After eighteen months of
their fiduciary obligations. The brokerage
By giving up custody, reporting and trade
development the resulting advisory serindustry’s acknowledgement of their adviexecution to an outsourced SMA platform,
vices platform incorporating the best
sors fiduciary obligations begins the conwe would loose control of the investment
and brightest of outside managers acvergence of how high level counsel is proprocess and thus limit our ability to cuscomplishes everything, and even more,
vided in both the brokerage and banking
tomize accounts as needed. Essentially we
that we hoped for. In fact we are now
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industry. For the moment the pendulum
has clearly swung in favor of a Compass
Bank-type platform, and the tables may
have been turned on who is picking up
HNW market share. This advantage will
not last long given the entrepreneurial
nature of brokers and the fast growing
ranks of RIAs coming from the brokerage
industry. Indeed the financial services in
being reordered around fiduciary principles and the industry will never be the
same.
There are several innovations implicit
in the Smartleaf technology that may not
be clear that should be noted.
1. Access to client-level holdings data
facilitates a high degree of portfolio customization possible through Smartleaf
which is not possible in a SMA program.
2. By avoiding the expensive and
complex sleeve structure of a SMA program, there are significant cost savings to
be achieved that allow banks to use bestin-class outside managers and still protect
their profit margins.
3. By using the advisor model portfolios from a 3rd party investment manager,
the $100,000 to $10 million-investment
minimums in SMAs are eliminated, exponentially growing the use and application
for managed accounts.
4. By banks opening up to outside
managers, the SMA business is on the
verge of exponential growth, with banks
not brokerage firms becoming the single
largest users of SMAs. Because banks
work within a fiduciary construct where
they have discretion, a highly scalable
investment process that makes use of outside SMAs is the key to their winning back
their 89% market share, having eroded to
39% share today.
5. SMA managers no longer have to
deal with the highly inefficient, complex
SMA administration process and can focus
on asset management where they can add
value.
6. The broker is empowered to manage an unlimited number of custom portfo-

lios entailing detail that is beyond their
technical proficiency that constitutes the
continuous comprehensive counsel implied by regulatory mandate.
7. The bank gains better control of
their investment process and better utilizes their CFA level human capital in
constructing portfolios utilizing best-inclass outside managers.
8. The role and counsel of the advisor is greatly elevated as the advisor
attains professional standing in acting
the clients best interests in addressing
and managing a broad range of investment and administrative values.
9. Smartleaf modernizes advisory
services with a faster better cheaper,
technology.
Historically investment advice has
not been scalable. Advice means different things for every advisor and by extension each advisor has their own
unique investment process. The vast
majority of advisors will acknowledge
their prudent investment process is incomplete, yet the advisor had no where
to turn for support as the industry is just
now beginning to understand it is in it
enlightened best interests to support
fiduciary counsel. Smartleaf is a scalable system that can manage an unlimited number of custom portfolios. It is a
brilliant starting point for any advisor or
institution that must find a scalable solution in helping advisors to fulfill their
fiduciary obligations. Nothing else in
the industry compares to its functionality, cost structure and the resulting end
users value proposition.J
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